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When particle physics is a closed subject which has been condensed

into a text book} the material will surely be organized by concepts and

not according to what fact was learned on what accelerator. But short of

that day facilities must be designed} planned} and developed} and experi-

ments must be executed on one of a number of available accelerators; and

a very necessary point of view is to ask what physics can be done with one

facility} in contrast to another. It is in this spirit that} in this note}

we look at electron colliding beam devices.

In the first section we discuss the physics that can be done with

colliding electron beams. After some general remarks we review the experi-

ments already performed} and then turn to experiments planned for the

future.

The physics that can be done with any accelerator is a strong

function of the physics of the accelerator. Every reader of this Journal

knows what determines the energy of an accelerator} but the physics that

determines the beam intensity} quality} and pulse length is perhaps not

so well known. (In fact) we plan to devote a future Comment to the

physics that limits the performance of conventional accelerators.) In

the second section of this note} We discuss the physics of colliding

electron ring devices. Even more so than in conventional accelerators}

the performance of colliding-beam devices is dominated by the physics of

the machine} and hence our le:lgthy second section. But we trust it will

be interesting} for the physics is subtle and there is beauty in it.
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1. The Physics With

The main point is the energy uvailable in the center -of -,[,ass

system. If the energy of each colliding beam is 8 -~ "I m c , the centere -

of-mass energy is 2E; in contrast} to attain the same center-of-mass

energy with an electron hitting a statior..ury electron .'O.lld require an

accelera tor energy
2 2

E . = 21 me.equlv e
We are talking about colliding

beams in the GeV range" the factor of 2"1 is of the order of l+OOO} and

E . corresponds to an accelerator beyond rational contemplation.
equlv

A second point is the simplicity of the initial state. This is

especially important in electron-positron collisions, where (with

annihilation of the initial particles predominantly tr.trough one photon)

the final states will have zero charge and strangeness} spiD one, and

negative parity. In particular, meson pairs can be produced in an

environment lmdisturbed by strong interactions.

A third point is that the momentum transferred from the initial

to the final state is time-like, whereas for most other experiments it

is space-like, which means that colliding beams allow the study of a

large range of phenomena otheTVlise unavailable.

And a last general point: Clearly the reaction rate must be

considered; all the advantages come to na-ught if the experiments take

forever. Equivalently, it is only the recently acquired ability to

produce intense circulating beams tlut has made colliding beam devices

firstly possible, and secondly capable of being employed to study small-

cross-section reactions. A convenient measure of the reaction rate

capability of an installation is the luminosity, L, which is defined as

the ratio of the reaction rate to the reaction cross section--aud

consequently is cross-section-independent.
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1.1. Experiments Performed

Collidin[';-beam devices have been employed to test qt:;'.nt!Jm electro-

dynamics (QED); in fact the very fir:3t storage ring experir:;c;·'t wa:~ a steJdy

of e-e collisions by the Stanford-Prir;ceton group. (See Hef. 1 for a

survey of colliding-beam experiments, and references to the original

literature.) This experiment tests space-like photon propagators and the

electron vertex function. It may be analyzed by writing the photon

propagator, GKJ with a Feynman regulator:

1
2 IT~ 1 '[1 - q jr:.. J

Where
2

q is the momentum transfer.
,)

A value of K-
L

"" 0 corresponds 1~0

with two beams--each of 550 MeV--yields

a point-lilw electron and no cutoff on the photon propagator. Experiment

~ 2
K = - ( 0 . 06 J 0, 06) (GeV/ c)

_0

which is consistent with K L = 0 and hence no breakdown of QED to this

level of precision.

Surely the most exciting work with colliding beams--to date--has

been the study of the
o

p

+ 0
e + e -+ p

+rr + rr

first by the Novosibirsk group (on VEP-2) and subsequently by the Orsay

group (on ACO), and the analogous study, by both groups, of the ~.

The p experiments yield the p mass and width, and the branching ratio

(po -+ e+ + e-)/(po -+ rr+ + rr-). \fuat was particularly interesting was the

width r ~ ( )= 105·: 20 MeV Novosibirsk, and
p

= 112 :!- 12 MeV (Orsay)
p

which was quite different froo; HIe previously obtained val1.l.es from

reactions with strongly interacting particles present.
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The ¢ experiments, which are presently still in progress, yield

the ¢ mass and width, and the branching ratio (¢ -~ e + t- e - )/(;75 'Kt- + K-),

The Orsay and Novosibirsk groups have also studied the brar;chir:g ratioc;

for
- 0

,~11: i-;() •

1.2. Experiments Planned

We can categorize colliding beam experiments into tlrree groups:

(1) QED, and final states I-lithout strong intenl,ctions, (2) meson production,

and (3) baryon-antibaryon production. Different orders of magnitude of'

luminosity are re~uired for each category. Frascati
2

(Adone with its

energy of 1.5 GeV and
20 -,;::>

L '''' 3. x 10 -' cm - -1) h"sec ,w lcn ,just started

one year,

operation,) Novosibirsk
4 (\lEP-5, with its energy of 3.0 GeV and

L ~'" 2. )( 1050 cm-2 sec-1), which will be ready in about and

Cambridge') 31 -2 -1)(The By-Riss, with energy of 3.'5 GeV and L "-c; 2.x 10 cm sec ,

which will be ready for experiments in perhaps a year, will all be able to

investigate experiments in categories (1) and (2). Strong interactio~)

physics must await the high-luminosity machine of DESy
6

(energy 3 GeV,

peak luminosity--at 1 GeV--of 5 x 1032 cm-2 sec -1), or the (presently

unauthorized) proposals of SLAC7 (SPEAR) and orsay8 (Coppelia).

Typical QED experiments are -+e -e elastic scattering (which

tests QED for time-like and space-like virtual photons), e -e and

+ +e -e elastic scattering (which test Q,ED for space-like virtual photons,

but are possible only with DESY and SPEAR), and +e + e .. 2y processes

(which test Q,ED for space-like virtual electrons).

Final states without strong interactions include the reaction

+ +
e + e ~-~ ~ti- 11 , which studies time-like momentum transfer to the muon,

in contrast--for example--with the g-2 experiment, which primarily
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studies space-like momentum tI'ansfers. Also, of course, are included

searches for charged particles :;u.Ctl as the ·,.jeak-interaction vector-boson

or pm;~3ible heavy electrons more r"assive than the muon

Meson product ion experiments can be extended to c,tucly ;3maller

branching ratios than are presently possible, such as
o

P -+ 1( -I!', p' 'I + l j

higher energy resonances; and also the nonresonant production of Tf , C"
- D.

Considerable interest is attached to the production of hadron

pairs, for this allows a detailed study of the electromagnetic structure

of a great range of stable and unstable particles. For example,

+e + e ~ p + p studies the proton form factors for time-like momentum

transfer (in contrast with spice-like information from e -p scattering).

No other way is available to study the electromagnetic structure of

unstable hyperons. Studies of final states containing only a baryon-

ctntibaryon J)B.ir ldill be most inforrnativ'e as it is suerl a simple con-

figuration. For this reason alone, the ~onstruction of high-luminosity

+e -e rings would appear to be justified.

Typical reaction rates, for a high-luminosity ring, are given

in Tables 1 and 2. A dipole form factor model was employed to evalllate

the cross sections.
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Reaction rates (in counts per second) for +e -e collisions

at 1 GeV per beam, assuming a luminosity of
33 -:-' -1

10 cm sec . and

observation at all azimuthal directions having scatterine; angle between

450
and 135°. (Table taken from Ref. 8.)

Table 2. Reaction rates (in counts per hour) for hadron production under

the same conditions as in Table 1, except for the indicated reaction

energies. (Table taken from Ref. 8.)

Final state Counting rate

p + p (1 GeV) 290
,

+ A (1.)+ GeV) 1.3d

+ L+ (1. 4 GeV)L + 9 C7
• I

LO + La (1.). GeV) 4.3
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~. The Fhysics Of

The experiments which can be doneJ.sing a storage rinp; are

determined by the beam ellergy and the luminosity. In Lerm:, O! :,toru.ge

ring ps,rameters. L is giveL by

+ 
N N

fh
S

where N and 1'1+ are the number of' particles in an electron or

posi tron bunch, S is the effective transverse area of the [)eam and

depends upon the crossing geometry (see Sec. 2.5), f' is the revolution

fre~uency, and h the number of bunches per beam. The possibility of

reaching the high values of luminosity discussed i.n Section 1 hacJ been

the result of' a long struggle to lmderstand the phenomena that occur

when high-intensity electron and positron beams are stored and made to

o
collide./ A brief description of these phenomena and of the limitations

they impose or! storage ring capabilities is given in this section of this

note.

2.1. Synchrotron Radiation, Radio-Freg,uency Fields" and Pdrticle Motion

The emission of synchrotron radiation, by relativistic electrons

going around a circular trajectory, plays an important role in storage

rings.

One effect is to impose a practical limit on the maximum energ'J

that can be reached. In fact, the average energy radiated per turn by an

electron of energy E is

w 4
-11
3

r
e
p
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where r is the classical electron radius and p the radius of curvature
e

of the trajectory. The energy lost by the ps,rticles must be supplied to

the beams by a radio-frequency power system. The energy available mLlst

ulso exceed the energy lost, beca"l,se of fluctuations in the power lost by

synchrotron radiation. If this reQuirement is not met, the beam mean life

ca,n become exceedingly short.

..

Because of the
4

E -dependence of W, the reQuirecnent on the radio-

freQuency power system becomes very difficult and costly to meet at high

energy. In a storage ring of energy 3 GeV and radius of curvature of

20 ill (corresponding to a guide magnetic field of 5 kG), one has

w ~ o~4 MeV/t1ITn;o If the total circulating current is of tfle order of

2 to 20 A, as expected in the new storage ring devices, the power reQuired

for the radio-freQuency system is in the range [0.8 to 8] MW.

Synchrotron radiation also has the effect of dividing the beam

into bunches, since only particles crossing the radio-freQuency cavities

in a definite phase interval can receive the reQuired amolli~t of energy

for survival. The radio frequency produces longitudinal oscillations of

the particles. There exists a preferred particle, called the synchronous

particle, which in going around the ring receives from the radio-freQuency

cavities the exact amount of energy lost by radiation and conseQuently has

a revolution freQuency which is an exact multiple of the cavity frequency.

Particles which, at any given instant, have a slightly different frequency

oscillate longitudinally aro~~~d the synchronous particle.

In addition to the longitudirml oscillations, a particle also

executes transverse oscillations around the single closed CcITve which

is the eQuilibrium orbit of a synchronous ps,rticle.
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Both t8e transverse and longitudinal oocillations eire affected

by synchrotron radiation. The radiation is equivalent to a dissiJ,ative

force, and hence can either damp or antidamp the oscillations; which of

the two possibilities occurs depend on the focusing properties of the

storage ring. It is simple, with a proper design) to avoid the unstable

situation.

Synchrotron radiation, being a quantum phenomenon, exhibits

fluc tl.lat ions, which also· influence the oscillations. Under the combined

action of damping and fluctuations, the oscillations have a nonzero rms

amplitude. Also, other random effects, such as scattering on the residual

gas, have an effect on the rms oscillation amplitude. However, synchrotron

radiation is uSl~lly the dominant factor in determining the geometrical

characteristic of the beams, which is an important factor in determining

the luminosity.

2.2. Injected Current Limit

The luminosity obtainable with a storage ring depends strongly on

the ClITrent which can be stored in the machine. In the process of injecting

large currents (of the order of one or more amperes) the synchrotron

radiation is of help because it allows the constraints of Liouville's

theorem to be circu.'1lvented. Hence the limit on the number of stored

particles, N (neglecting collective phenomena, which will be discussed

below, and are often of dominant importance), is given by

(i) injector current and beam lifetime (it should be noted that

the beam lifetime during inJection is usually different,

and shorter than that after injection, because of the bearc

perturbation introduced by the injection mechanism. ).:
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(ii) radio-frequency power available.

2.3. Lifetime

The beum lifetime is determined by

(i) interaction with the residual gas in the vaCU~.1lli tank of the

ring;

(ii) Coulomb scattering between particles of the same beam

(Touschek effect);

(iii) interaction with the other beam;

(iv) synchrotron radiation.

These effects all either change a particle's energy or tr':i!lsfer

a part of the large longitudinal momentum of the particle into transven,e

momentum. The maximum transverse momentum of a stable particle is limited

by the finite size of the vacul~ chamber. Also} too large a change in

longitudinal momentum brings a particle out of phase with the radio-

frequency system} so that the particle is lost.

Of the effects listed, the most important is uSl~lly the interaction

with the residual gas (elastic scattering on nuclei and bremsstrahllxng).

To obtain a reasonable lifetime} of the order of a few hours} the pressure

in the vacuum tank must be lower than 10-9 torr. An even lower pressure

is also desirable near the crossing points of the beams in order to reduce

the background in the experiments.

PreSSlITes of the order of
-10

10 torr} or lower, can be obtained

in storage rings for a small stored current and low beam energy. When

the current or the energy is increased, the large amount of synchrotron

radiation produced makes it difficult to maintain a good. vacuum. This

is because synchrotron light} striking the VdCUlllil tank wall, produces
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photoelectrons which in turn produce a degassing of the vac U.cJJfi tank

surface. Special designs of the vacuum tank are necessary in high

luminosity storage rings to limit this effect and to obtain the desired

vacuum.

The synchrotron radiation introduces a--usually negligible--limit

on the lifetime through the already mentioned fluctuations in the power

radiated per turn.

The Coulomb scattering between rarticles in a beam causes losses

because the scattering can transfer a part of the large longitudinal

momentum of one rarticle to another particle in the same b-lUlch. This

effect is strongly dependent on the rarticle energy and is usually

important only for low-energy beams (below 1 GeV).

Interaction with the other beam limits beam life essentially via

the processes of electron-positron bremsstrahlung and scattering at low

momentum transfer. However, this effect is uSlmlly less important than

the interaction with the residual gas. It causes particle loss proportional

to the luminosity, and because the cross sections for zero momentum transfer

are well blOwn, these processes can be employed to measure the luminosity.

2.4. Coherent Instabilities

Coherent instabilities had been--prior to their elucidation--one

of the main limitations in the operation of storage rings, since they

limited the current which cOlud be stably stored, and hence the luminosity.

Coherent instabilities arise because of the electromagnetic

interaction between a -beam circulating in a storage ring and its surr01md

ings. This interaction can produce a transfer of a part of the large

longitudinal beam momentwn to any of the beam oscillation modes, and
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hence leads to an increase in oscillation amplitudes and bl~arn loss.

An example is the resistive wall instability. Assume that a

blll1ch of particles oscillates around the equilibrium orbit in the vicinity

of a resistive metallic wall, as illustrated iE Fig. 1. We also assume

the bunch to be much shorter than the oscillation wavelength, as is

usually true in storage rings. The bunch produces in the wall a current

which decays slowly with respect to the revolution period. Hence the

current generated at one passage produces on the bunch, when it comes by

again after one revolution, an attractive force.

It is clear that if the phase shift of the oscillation after one

revolution is less than J1 this force tends to decrease the oscillation

amplitude, and to give damping, while when the phase shift is larger

than J1 it produces antidamping. Usually instead of the phase shift

of oscillations in one revolution, one uses the wave number v, defined

as the number of oscillation wavelengths in one revolution. So, in the

above example, the motion is stable if
1

n < v < n + 2' and uIlstable if

1
::J + 2" < v < nt- 1, where n is any integer.

Results of the same type apply if instead of a resistive wall the

bunch of particles is interacting with any other structure, such as radio-

frequency cavities, or electrodes~ provided that the signal induced by

the beam decays in a time long compared with the revolution period. Of

1
course the stability and instability regions (n < v < n + 2' 1

n + :::- < v < n+l)c

can be reversed if the force produced by the structure is replusive instead

of attractive.

However, it is generally true that this kind of effect is strongly

dependent on v, and that, when there is only a single bunch in the beam,
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the instabil.ity can be removed by properly choooing the v value. 'Ehie;

kind of analysis can be applied to both transverGe (as illllstrated in

Fig. 1) and longitudinal coherent oscillations, and ir~ fact both kinds

of instabilities fBve been observed.

\-men there is more than one bunch in the beam, each bunch interacts

with itself and with all other bunches. In this situation it is no longer

possible to stabilize the beam by proper choice of the v value. In fact

the beam can now be treated as an ensemble of coupled oscillators (each

oscillator is equivalent to one bunch), being subject to nonconservative

forces. It is clear that a part of the normal modes of this set of

oscillatoro will always be unstable.

If the bunches have different oscillation frequencies, and if the

differences between the squares of the oscillation frequencies are much

larger than the linear coefficient of the force causing the instability

(which is also the force coupling the bunches), then the coupling between

bunches is of' second order and can be neglected. In this case one can

choose the single-bunch v value so as to stabilize all bunch modes.

This method has in fact been employed in Adone to stabilize the longitu

dinal (phase) oscillations, which were unstable because of the interaction

of the beam with the radio-frequency cavities; but it is usually difficult

to apply to transverse osCillations. 9

Transverse instabilities can also occur when the signal induced by

the beam decays in a time shorter than the revolution period. Consider a

beam with a single bunch and assume for simplicity tlmt the bunch is made

up of only two particles, A and B. These particles are oscillating

longitudinally so that during half of the oscillation period A is the
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"head" of bunch and B the "tail,,!l and during the other half period the

situation is reversed. If the headJ AJ starts to oscillate) the signal

induced on the external structure interacting with the beam will cause

oscillations of the tailJ B. After half a longitudinal oscillation

period, B is the head and will drive A. The process is clearly

regenerative and can produce instabilities. The analysis of this case

is more complicated than the analysis of the resistive-wall type of

instabilitiesJ since the effect is now dependent on the bunch structure.

This leads to qualitative differences between the resistive wall type of

effect (RWTE) and the head-tail effect (HTE), aSJ for instance: RWTE is

v lS not; tl1e rise tinle of tIle

instability is dependent on the total beam current arrl is independent

of bunch length for RWTE whereas it depends on the single bunch current

and bunch length for HTE.

How does one handle instabilities? Of course one can design the

ring so as to reduce to a minimum the presence of structures that can

produce instabilities, but in practice this does not suffice. AlsoJ one

can choose v values properlYJ as described above, but there are

instabilities for which this doesn't suffice. There are, however, other

possibilites.

One stabilizing mechanism is provided by synchrotron radiation

damping, which, however, is usually far too weak to allow for the storage

of satisfactorily large currents.

Another possibility is to use a stabilization mechanism whicrl is

built into the beam itself. The focusing force for the transverse (or

longitudinal) oscillations is linear only to a first approximation. The
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nonlinearities in this force (primarily the cubic terms) give rise to a

dependence of the oscillation frequency on the square of the oscillation

amplitude, and hence to a spread of oscillation frequency in the beam.

As a consequence, if we excite a coherent oscillation of the beam this

will last, in the absence of coherent external forces, only for a time of

the order liLt, where 2£ is the frequency spread in the beam. If

-1
M , is shorter than the rise time of a cob.erent

instability, the beam will be stable. Thus the frequency spread in the

beam introduces an effective damping of coherent motion: Landau damping.

It is possible, within certain limits, to control and to increase

the amount of Landau damping for a storage ring and thus stabilize the

majority of beam modes. For the remaining modes, one can use the fact

tr~t the coherent instabilities, just because they are coherent, can

induce signals on an electrode. These sigp..als, properly amplified and

phase shifted, can be fed back onto the beam so as to reduce the

oscillation amplitude. This system has been successfully 11sed in storage

rings to control a few strongly unstable modes.

Everything that has:Jeen said in this section applies to the case

in '.;hich only one beam is stored in the ring. The situation with respect

to coherent-instability limitations is not qualitatively changed when two

beams are present in the same storage ring, apart from the greater

complication of the problem.

2.5. Incoherent Two-Beam Limit

Colliding two intense beams produces a new problem, l"":amely, an

incoherent beam-beam interaction, which, in practice, imposes the severest

restriction upon storage ring design.
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Each particle of a beam, for instance a positron,when crossing

a bunch of the other beam is subject to a force due to the average

electric and magnetic fields produced by the electrons. (We do not

consider the "good" case in which an electron and positron corne ~;o near

that a reaction occurs.) The electric and magnetic forces due co the

electrons are both attractive and deflect the positron trajectory by aL

angle

e

where e is the positron charge, t the bunch length, and E the

electric field of the electron bunch. Assuming that the beams are

cylindrical with radius a, and that the number of particles in the

electron bunch is N, and that the positron crosses the electron bunch

at a distance l' from the axis, one can write e as

41' N l'
e

2
ya

In order to assure that the crossing occurs stably, and to avoid

diffusion of one beam around the other, one must require

e ' a

X
,

~ being the oscillation wavelength divided by 2n, a quantity which in

accelerator language is called p (and has an average value of the order

of the ring radius divided by v). Thus one obtains

4rrr Np
e

yS

~ 1 ,

where S is the beam transverse area.
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The force acting between beams is, in reality, highlJ nonlinear.

Consequently experiments and digital computation are required to better

determine the limit in the above inequality; one finds that the right

hand side is reduced to "''' 1/3. The important thing is that the beam

crossing strongly limits the number of particles per beam. This limit

is called the "incoherent beam-beam interaction limit." If this limit

is exceeded, the luminosity decreases and the beams become LlTIstable.

However, since the luminosity depends on N but not on ~, one

can gain in luminosity by increasing N and decreasing ~ for fixed S.

Reduction of ~, at the crossing point, by factors up to one hundred times

its average value, are considered for the CEA, DESY, and SPEAR storage

rings. This, of course, somewhat complicates the design of the ring

itself.

Another possibility for increasing the luminosity is to increase

both Nand S while keeping their ratio constant. Since the luminosity

is proportional to rr/S this procedure will also allow a gain. The

most effective and practical way to increase S is to split the beam

trajectories and to have crossing points where the trajectories cross

with an angle 25 (Fig. 2). In this case the effective transverse area

is given by

S ata ,

where we assume to » a.

The splitting of the trajectories can occur either in the

vertical plane, as in Adone, CEA, DESY, and Coppelia design, or in the

horizontal plane, as in the SPEAR design. In the Adone and eEA storage
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rings the sera-ration between the beam and the crossing angle f, are not

too large, so that the electron and positron beams are stored in one ring.

In the DESY design, 5 is ~uite large, and the machine is built as two

vertically superimposed rings with the beams switched from one ring to

the other by means of electric fields. In the SPEAR design the even

larger crossing angle is in the horizontal plane, with the crossing

accomplished by magnetic fields. A possible advantage of the two-ring

designs is that the interaction between the beams is reduced to only the

crossing points. It also makes possible the storing of two electron or

two positron beams.

A completely different apprrech (Cappelia) r.1B.S been taken by the

Orsay group for reducing the effect of the incoherent beam-beam interaction.

Their suggestion is to store four beams, one electron and one positron

beam in one ring, and another electron and positron beam in another ring.

Assume one bunch per beam, as shown in Fig. 3; and assume, also, all the

bunches, 1 to 4, to be e~ually populated. If we now consider a particle

of the bunch 1, we can see that the farces on it due to bunches 2 and 3

cancel and only the force due to bunch 4 remains; however, for this

Of course, inthat the total force is now reduced by a factor

force the elastic and magnetic contributions are of opposite sign, so

-2
I'

practice, there will be slight ine~ualities between the bunches so that

the effective force reduction will be somewhat less than
·2

III' •
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3. The Rlst and The F'tlture

The development of useful colliding-beam devices has been unbeliev-

ably difficult. We haven't emphasized it in the discussions of Section 2,

but almost all the various phenomena we described were discovered--rather

than predicted--in the course of trying to bring the first generation of

storage rings into operation, and each had its associated delay and

reCluisite ring modification. It would be unduly distressing to document

the detail of the arduous effort reCluired to isolate, understand, and

control these diverse effects.

We hope it is history, but it is only candid to report that the

latest beam instability (on Adone) was identified and circumvented only

within this last year. And then, when finally Adone was ready for

physics experiments, a social instability delayed use of the n~chine

for five months! But we believe the physics that has been and can be

done with storage rings should more than justify the effort tlut has been

reCluired to develop them.

If we gauge the future by extrapolation from the past, then we

would expect that our understanding of the physics of storage rings is

not complete, and new phenomena will be discovered as we press into new

regimes. But we would also expect that the new difficulties will be

overcome.

We look forward to a golden decade of colliding-beam research

(including in our expectations the CEfu1 p-p 25-GeV storage ring, and

the Novosibirsk p-p 25-GeV ring), but note with chagrin that although

American physicists have contributed so much to the physics of colliding

beams, they seem destined, because of economic instability, to reap so

little from the physics with colliding beams.

Claudio Pellegrini
Andrew M. Sessler
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FIGURE CAPl'IONS

Fig. 1. A bunch of electrons oscillating in a transverse mocle a-bout the

equilibrium orbit with
2

1 3 ,

Fig. 2. Geometry of a beam crossing region.

Fig. 3. The two-ring - four-beam Cop~lia. Crossing occurs only at A

and BJ if there is only one bunch per beam.
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